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QUESTIONS'
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.. -.
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Note: This is Model Paper for guidance of students & teachers.

Model Paper PHYSICS (OBJECTIVE)

PART - II (Session 2012-14)
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Marks : 17 Time : 20 Minutes

Note:- Write your Roll No. in space provided. Over writing, cutting, using of lead pencil

will result in loss of marks. All questions are to be attempted.

Each question has four possible answers, Tick (-.J) the correct answer. (17)
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2.

Model Paper Physics Subjective

Intermediate Part -II (12'" Class) Examination Session 2012-2014 and onward

Total marks: 83 Time: 3:10 houlS

SECI10N --I
Write answers of any ElGlIT questions. (8 x 2 = 16) .

0) Electric lines of force never cross each other. Why?

(i1) \•.•.'hat is Coulomb' s force between tv.'opoint charges if the distance between them is doubled?

\\'hat happens when mass of charges is made 4 times?

(iii) Differentiate between electric potential and electrical potential difference.

(Iv) What Is polarization and how dipoles are formed in d1elecric?

(v) What is function of a grid in CRO?
(vi) What is a stable or dead beat galvanometer?

(vii) \\tttat is back emfeffect in D.C. motors?

(viii) Describe the change in the magnetic field insIde a solenoid carrying a steady current I if

(a) Length of solenoid is doubled but the number of turns remains the same.

(b) The number of turns Is doubled but the length remains same.

(ix) How can you use a magnetic field to separate isotopes of a chemical element?

(x) How would you position a flat loop of wire in a changing magnetic field SO that there is no emf

L'1ducedin the loop?

(xi) Describe working principle of an A.C. generator.

(xii) How the power losses can be minimized in a transfomler?

..
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3. Write answers of any ElGHT questions. (8 x 2:; 16)

(i) A potenUal difference 15applied across the ends of a copper ••••ire. What is the effect 00 drift

velocity of free electrons by
(i) Increasing the potential difference.

(ii) Decreasing the length and temperature of the wire.
(Ii) Why terminal potential difference of a battery decreases when the current drawn from it

increases.

(iii) Wby we prefer Potentiometer in place of Voltmeter for measuring potential difference?

(iv) How does doubling the frequency affect the reactance of

(a) An inductor.
(b) A capacitor.

(v) How the radio waves are received?

(vi) Write four important properties of series resonance circuit

(vil) \Vlliltare the responsible factors for production of magnetic field in an atom?

(viii) \Vhy the charge carriers are not present in depletion region?

(ix) DistinguLsbbet\veen intrinsic and extrinsic semiconductors. How would you obtain N type and

P type material from pure Silicon? ..

(x) \Vhat are hard and soft magnetic materials? Explain.
(xi) What is difference between invening and non invening amplifier?

(xii) \Vhy resistance of semk"'oduetor decreases with rise In temperature?

4. Write answen of any SIX questions. (6 x 2 = 12)

(i) \Vhat advantages an electron m1croscopehas over on optical microscope?

(ii) For what angle Compton shift is minimum?

(Ill) Why \"'C do not noUce the de Broglie wavelength for a pitched cricket ball? Explain.

(IV) What are advantages of lasers over ordinary light?

(v) Why the X rays can not be produced from lighter atoms?
(vi) A panicle which produces more ionization is less penetrating. Why?

(vii) What is the diiTerence between an electron and a P particle?

(viii) What is dL'Icrcnce bet\yeen radiation counter and detector?

(ixl What are the main uses of nuclear reactors?
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5.

SECTION n (E ••.••av TYPr)

NOIC:- Attempt aIlY three questions. (8x 3 = 24)

6.

1.

8.

9.

(il) What b capacitor? Derive a relation for capacitance of a parallel plate capacitor in presence of

V<Jcumcand dieleclric between the plates of capacitor.

(b) The polential difference between the terminals of a battery in open circuit is 2.2 V. When iris

connecled acro5S a resistance of 5.0 n, the potenlial falls to 1.8 V. Calculate the current and

the internal resistance of battery.

(a) Describe principle. construction and working of an alternating ~t generator in detall.

(b) How fast must a proton move In a magnetic field of 2.50 x 10 .J T such that. the magnetic force
is equal to its weight. .

..

(a) ExplaL'1 the main features of energy band theory. How it can be used to explain the electrical
beha\'ior of insulators, conductors and semi conductors.

(b) Find the value of current flowing through a capacitance of O.5l!F when connected 10 a source
of l50 V at 50Hz.

(a) What is phOIOelectric effed? How Einslein f.\-plalned the various results of photo electric
clfett? .

(b) In a certaln circult the lIansistor has a collector current of 10 mAand a base current of 40 j.1A.

\\'hat is current gain of rransistor?

(a) Explain Fission reaction in detail.

(b) The wavelength of X ray from copper is 1;377 x to-10m. What is the energy difference
belWC'CI1two levels from which this transiUOD results?

SECTION III <Practical} .

to. (J) GI\'e answl'l"'S to an)' Four Questions. 4x2=8

OJ How we can Il',~lthe correctness of COflm.'CtlonS ofsUdc wire Bridge?
(il) How i1 galvanometer can be converted into an ammeter?

(iiI) The magnetic needle used in the compass needle should be small or large. Justify your answer ..
(Iv) Why the soft iron cylinder is held between magnetic poles of a moving coll galvanometer?
(v) How NAND gate can be made? Show its truth table.

(vi) Why the deflection of galvanometer varies when the distance of source of light varies from
photo cell?

("ii) What are the practical uses of a Potentiometer?

(viii) Why a diode does not conduct when U is reverse biased?

(b) Write do\\'n brief procedure to determine the resistance of galvanometer by half deflection
me~. [3}

OR
Wrile dov-'n the brief procedure to make a rue alarm using gates.
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(c) Answer the questions given below on the basis of following graph.

r.- s-> - 7-
___ 11.- '<~ ....

[.I}

••

1. Find slope of graph.

2. Delennine resistance of galvanometer from grdph.

OR

Aru.wer the questions given below on the basis of foDowing graph.

1. Find slope of graph.
2. Wh:1tdo you Infer from graph?
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